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The SINGER SLANT-O-MATIC

"From the moment you see the new SLANT-O-MATIC, you'll
know it's excitingly different. You'll marvel at its truly remarkable|

sewing...its almost unbelievable ease of operation...
the amazing services it performs. You'll delight in the fine, sure
beauty of its stitching... the convenience features never before
built into one machine. It outsews all other machines in both

straight and fancy stitching. And remember ... it's made entirely
in America.

DESIGNED WITH YOU IN MIND:
Double easy threading. Face plate swings open to reveal

threading chart. Hndy "drop-in" bobbin located in front of
the needle whre it's easy to reach!

Slant needle and gear drive . . . seeing is easier, sewing
smoothest ever. Gear drive ensures trouble-free operation at all

speeds without slipping or stalling.
Built-in, eye-level stitch chart for easy reference while you are
sewing. Information at a glance, that lets you "tune" the knob

for whatever fancy stitch you want!
To these major developments in sewing machine design, add
the following ADVANCED features, and you have a machine

far ahead in concept, unequalled in performance."
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ELEVATOR TYPE calibrated throat plates,
lever operated. Easy to remove and replace.
HINGED FACE PLATE, houses threading

chart and swings open for easy access to
oiling points.

SUPERFINE CONTROL of stitch length
ensures perfect satin stitch adjustment.

PERFECT straight stitching.
BUILT-IN LIGHT focused on sewing area.
NEEDLE CLAMP holds one or two regular
needles - same or different sizes for exciting

two-needle stitching.
ALL MECHANISM COMPLETELY ENCLOSED

for maximum safety.
ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION, durable and light weight.

PEEPHOLE BOBBINS show thread supply
at a glance with bobbin in place.

AUTOMATIC THREAD CONTROL ensures
a smooth flow of thread from spool to

needle for uniform stitch setting.
CONCEALED automatic bobbin winder.
DIAL-OPERATED pressure adjustment,

calibrated to eliminate guesswork in
duplicating settings.

STITCH LENGTH REGULATOR with double
pointers for easy, accurate stitch length adjustment.

HINGED NYLON SPOOL PINS,
self positioning and self storing.

THREAD CUTTER built into presser bar for
added safety and convenience.






















































